Abstract -
I. INTRODUCTION
The Concept of Fuzzy Lattice was already introduced by Ajmal,N [1] , S.Nanda [4] and WilCox,L.R [5] explained modularity in the theory of Lattices, G.Gratzer [2] , BarDalo, G.H and Rodrigues,E [3] Stern,m [6] explained semimodular Lattices, M.Mullai and B.Chellappa [7] explained Fuzzy L-ideal. A few definitions and results are listed that the fuzzy semimodular lattice using in this paper we explain fuzzy semimodular lattice, Definition of fuzzy semimodular lattice, Characterization theorem of 
II. CONCLUSION
The paper is proved that Every Fuzzy modular lattice is Fuzzy Semimodular and the coverse is not true and Every Fuzzy distributive lattice is Fuzzy Semimodular and the coverse is not true. 
